Is your major...?
- Creative Writing
- Film
- Dance
- Drama & Theater Arts
- Visual Arts

What are alumni doing?

EMPLOYMENT

- Rubin Museum of Art
- Accenture
- American Dance Institute
- Barclays
- The New York Times
- HarperCollins Publishers
- Project Art
- The Met
- HBO
- IBM
- The Ryecenter
- Reading Partners

GRAD SCHOOL

- USC University of Southern California
- The University of Alabama
- Rutgers University
- Bard College
- NYU
- Columbia University in the City of New York

My Columbia Arts degree prepares me to...

- Analyze and interpret visual and multimodal information
- Evaluate and critique works of art and theory in their aesthetic, historical, sociopolitical contexts
- Apply interdisciplinary and historical research methods to the study of art
- Develop creative approaches to otherwise conventional problems
- Execute creative projects, from conception to finished product
- Communicate complex ideas orally and in writing
- Deliver independent work with minimal supervision
- Articulate the process and intention behind a project
- Engage with polemics within contemporary art or performance
- Collaborate with other artists

For more industries and job titles to explore, visit What Can I Do With This Major? at cce.columbia.edu/thismajor or schedule a meeting with a CCE career counselor: bit.ly/CCECareerCounseling

Reflect on your Columbia experience: bit.ly/UsingMyDegree